
APPLICATION FORM TO PARTICIPATE TO 

THE CORTOMONTAGNA PRIZE 2024 - 10th edition 

I, the undersigned        

Resident in (Address)   

Born on the     in    

Tel/mobile   

e-mail   

                                                               

If student, enrolled in the class/year    

in the   

Declares to be willing to take part in the Cortomontagna Prize 2024 - 10 th edition, dedicated to the short
films, with the following work (short film):

Title    

Year of production   

He/she therefore communicates to the organising body the following information:

1. Main characteristics of the video:

duration (minutes)   

student not student



shooting       or       

original format of the video file   

format of the screen (e.g. 4:3, 16:9, etc.)   

2. Summary of the content (max length 1000 characters) 

The undersigned commits to submitting the work (short film) according the procedures outlined in the
regulations  by  the  31st August  2024,  deadline  set  by  the  ASCA,  the  Association  which  organises  and
administers the Prize. 

By participating in the competition, the undersigned:

Authorizes the showing in the cinema hall during the closing ceremony of Cortomontagna and in 
events related or with which Leggimontagna-Cortomontagna will collaborate.

Authorizes the screening of the trailer during the closing ceremony of Cortomontagna and the 
events related to the Leggimontagna-Cortomontagna award, whether the events themselves take 
place in the cinema hall or online.

Authorizes the publication of trailers of the videos themselves on the social network channels of 
Leggimontagna-Cortomontagna, not for profit.

Authorizes the publication of the summary, of the front cover and of the title for publicity 
purposes.

in colour black and white



Considering that the choice of one or the other option does not compromise participation in the 
competition, the undersigned also:

          

any projections of the works in non-profit events not connected to Cortomontagna or 
Leggimontagna.

           

the non-profit broadcasting on TV of the works.

            

the non-profit broadcasting on internet of the works.

The undersigned declares to have read and understood the regulations of the Cortomontagna Prize 2024 -
10th edition and to accept in its entirety. 

The undersigned commits to submit to the Segreteria del Premio this form and, as far as the minors are
concerned, the declaration of waiver exoneration signed by their parents.

The undersigned also submits the title and the front cover of the work.

Date   

Name and surname   

      Signature   

Pursuant to Regolamento UE n. 2016/679 (GDPR) and other regulations in force the undersigned 
gives his consent to the processing of personal data for institutional purposes and with the tools 
deemed most appropriate by the ASCA.

    Signature   

authorizes does not authorize

authorizes does not authorize

authorizes does not authorize
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